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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of the study is to evaluate the ability 
of a consumer simulation approach in estimating the appro­
priate market price for a toy wooden truck. This simulation 
approach, called consumer preference simulation teciinique, 
uses a statistical experimental design with its observations 
being preferences of buyers of boys* toys. 
The consumer preference simulation technique is a 
consumer interview approach which tries to simulate the con­
sumer's buying process. The consumer is presented with a 
buying situation as realistic as possible based on a con-
siAiner buying model. However, instead of buying, the 
consumer is asked to give on a rating scale his preference 
for a toy truck and each of its competitors. 
Analysis of the Simulation Technique 
In a product differentiated market, a seller has 
some control over his price. The reason is that not only 
price but other variables such as design, advertising, and 
distribution affect a person's choice of products. These 
different variables allow the seller to have a different 
price for his product than is listed for a similar product 
2 
Of his competitorsv M som^ #ayi a fim laiist estiiaate a 
selling price tlat "will; eori»el&t!e all the above variables 
int© one pricimf strategy. 
Kieri is A need f©r to ineitpifehaive, reliable price-
estimating t©®!'in a firBi'i marketing organization. 
Experimental design exhibits of the q^lities of stich a 
tool. It reqmif'es a saall n^ber of observations #hidh helps 
to keep the cost low. fhe teehniqme mses analysis of 
variance whieh-gil^feB. the teehaiq'^€ Statistical reliability. 
Since the observation# ar© made e^&s^erSi the esti&ite 
of price is baied on the prodilfet'-s deaand cto-te tod'h#t 't 
supply curve. ' Ex^ritfental deei^ measure several 
variables at One time, whioh aaeto# Sac tors #ther than firice 
can be measured at the same time. For e^attple,'^thei* 
possible factors would be <ioi*pet it ion, a^dvei^tiSilfg, and 
product design. 
fhere are three probl^ffls *ffitieh may affect the 
accuracy of the Simulati-oh approaoh. Fitfst , the technique 
uses a cons^er intei^iew which must simulate the laying 
process in siich a way th#f l^e pd^tential consumer #oil-id riiake 
the same decision in a real situation. Second, the experi-
m^ter muat devise a wiay in whSieh t<> measure th# cotisuker's 
preference for buying tfce product» fhird, there is a ;gi3SBi--
bility that other vaiPiables become more important than those 
defined and MeaiimiBa in the experiment. Therefore, if it is 
possible to design a consumer interview and statistical 
3 
model that simulates the buying process, measures a con­
sumer's potential to buy, and measures the significant 
variables affecting a product's demand, the technique should 
be a valuable tool. The consumer preference simulation 
technique appears to be such a tool. 
The procedures for applying the consumer preference 
simulation technique to the wooden toy truck problem were: 
1. Examine what is known about the product and 
its market, including the consumers. 
2. Develop the experimental design, which includes 
designing the consixmer interview and choosing 
the appropriate statistical model. 
3. Gather the data by going into the field for 
the required number of consumer interviews. 
4. Examine the information from the model and the 
relevant information gathered in the experiment 
and state the conclusions. 
5. Develop a strategy for the product based on 
those conclusions derived from the model 
application which are consistent with what is 
known to exist in the actiial market. 
Through such an analysis for toy trucks, it seems safe to 
hypothesize that the experimental design approach (consumer 
preference simulation technique) has a future as a price 
estimation technique. 
4 
Case Study Defined 
As a test of the validity of the cons\Amer preference 
simulation technique, this study estimates the effect of 
price on the sales of a wooden toy truck. The information 
used in the design of the experiment and in evaluating the 
validity of the results has been taken from a prior market­
ing feasibility study done for the Nez Perce Indian Tribe.^ 
The wooden toy truck is a typical product for which 
the simulation technique might be used to determine an 
appropriate selling price. The truck competes in a product 
differentiated market. The toy truck used in this study was 
selected from a line of wooden toy trucks which had been 
manufactTored in very limited quantities. The trucks, made 
of pine with clear filler and varnish, are diirable, func­
tional and different in appearance. The dimensions are 
given in Table 1. 
V/ooden trucks that have been used as much as six 
years were found to be in good condition. The inspection of 
the old toys showed that none had developed any slivers or 
rough edges that might injure children. The people who 
owned the trucks were quite impressed by their design and 
durability and stated their children enjoyed playing with 
with them very much. However, there were only a small 
^Jack Holt, Preliminary Feasibility Study of Mr. 
Pearsall's Wooden Toy Manufacturing Business (Unpublished 
Report), January, 1969. 
TABLE 1 
MOHICAN WOODEN TOY TRUCKS AND THEIR SIZES 
Dimensions 
Unit 
Length 
(inch) 
Width 
(inch) 
Height 
(inch) 
Big Boy Truck 14 5— 
Truck #58 
Truck #40 
9 
13 
4^ ^4 
5— 
5 
Little Truck 3 4 
Swamp Buggy 10 6^ 
Large Tractor a3 4 
Jeep 4 4 
Soiirce: Jack Holt, Preliminary Feasibility 
Study of Mr. Pearsall's Vi/ooden Toy 
Manijifact-gring Business (Unpublished), 
January 1969. 
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number of these consumers interviev/ed so the above observa­
tions have no statistical reliability. 
Based on a preliminary study, the best selling units 
appear to be the Big Boy Truck and the Logging Truck, Model 
#58. For this case study, it was decided that Model #58 
would be used Decause of its availability. Model #58 is a 
dual \¥heel, tandem axle truck about nine inches long with 
removable logs. its prxce v/as not determined before this 
study. 
In the toy industry, there is a high degree of pro­
duct differentxation. Other toys for boys, such as toy g'ans, 
games, other trucks, etc., are in competition with the 
wooden trucks. Their most direct competitors are wooden 
trucks, plastic trucks and metal trucks. After interviewing 
several consumers, retailei's, and wholesalers of toys, the 
consensus of opinion seemed to be that; (1) plastic trucks 
are bought by the consi^mer because of their low price, 
(2) metal trucks seem to sell because of their authenticity 
and their ability to withstand abuse, and, (3) the wooden 
truck of this study would probably sell because it has an 
unusual design. 
Two trucks were selected as competitive models for 
the study: (1) a plastic dump truck with price of $.98, 
and, (2) a metal logging truck with price of $2.59. A 
plastic logging truck could not be found so the dump truck 
was substituted. This does not seem unrealistic because 
7 
most people are probably looking for a truck, but not neces­
sarily a logging truck. 
Some degree of influence is anticipated due to 
brand preference. The metal truck is made by Hubley but 
there is no visible brand name. Therefore, only people who 
recognize it as a Hubley truck should be influenced. The 
plastic truck is made by Processed Plastic Company and is 
sold in P. W. Woolworth Company stores. The wooden truck 
has the only visible brand name and the location where it 
was made. Because "Mohican" is not a known brand name in 
toys, it should have little effect on the consumer's prefer­
ence. "Made in Idaho" may have some influence since this 
study was done in Montana. 
ConsiAmer Buying Model 
Since this experiment involves interviewing the con­
sumer, it is necessary to analyze what is involved in the 
buying process. There are four steps in the consumer buying 
model given by Andreasen; (1) Input stimuli; (2) Perception 
and filtration; (3) Disposition changes; and, (4) Outcome. 
The relationship of the four steps to each other is given 
in Table 2. 
2 Alan R. Andreasen, "Attitudes and Customer Behavior: 
A Decision Model," in Perspectives in Consumer Behavior by 
Harold H. Kassarjian and Thomas S. Eobertson (Glenview, 
Illinois: Scott Poresman and Company, 1968), p. 507. 
TABLE 2 
CONSUIvIER B'iJYING MODEL 
8 
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Source; Alan R. Andreasen, "Attitudes and Customer Behavior: 
A Decision Model," in Perspectives in Consumer 
Behavior by Harold H. Kassarjian and Thomas S. 
Robertson (Glenview, Illinois: Scott Poresman and 
Company, 1968), p. 508. 
Input stirauli is any information that reaches the 
consumer through his five senses. Table 3 gives the most 
frequent sources of information for a product as past 
experience, present state of existence, and store variables 
In this study, no information is given about the toy except 
what the consumei- can see. 
From the preliminary feasibility study done for the 
Nez Perce Indian Tribe, it is known that the vvooden truck i 
in the beginning of its life cycle. The life cycles of the 
metal trucKs and the plastic trucks are not Known. i''or the 
purpose of the experiment no information is given concernia 
any of the products. The one being intei'viewed must make 
his decision about which product he would buy based on his 
past history. The information derived I'eflects the current 
relationship between the products at this point in time 
based strictly upon the consumer's observation of the 
produc t. 
The second step in the decision-to-buy process is 
the perception and filtration of the product. Perception 
Theory asserts that an individual perceives his environment 
based upon his attitudes and past experience. It seems 
reasonable to assume that consumers would also perceive 
products or information about the product based on attitude-
and experiences. Therefore, the resulting inforniiition that 
the consuraer receives is filtered depending upon his person 
ality and attitudes. It is possible that the resulting 
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TABLE 3 
BUYING—DECISION FACTORS 
Before Entering the Store Plus 
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0) 
•P 
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Past Experience Unclerlies Present State 
; 
Personal and family history 
Intelligence and personality 
variables 
Position in family 
Education 
Cultural background 
Economic and social history 
Employment history 
Income history, especially re­
cent changes in income 
Residential mobility 
Experience with products 
Past use of various products 
Past associations with users 
of products 
Hearsay about products 
Product promotion 
Experience with producers 
Past use of any products of 
different producers 
Past associations with cus­
tomers of various pro­
ducers 
Hearsay about producers 
Institutional promotion 
Shopping experience and es-
tablished procedures 
Family consultation 
Budgeting 
Shopping lists 
Available time 
Once-a-week shopping 
Past patronage at different 
stores 
Use of "expert" advice 
Personal and family needs 
and goals 
Basic drives 
Age and sex 
Family composition 
Stage in life cycle 
Aspirations-upward mobility 
Venturesomeness 
Influence of individuals 
Group identifications 
Economic and social status 
Present occupation 
Present and expected income 
Present residence 
Images of products 
Information about attributes 
Beliefs about attributes 
Information and beliefs 
about users of products 
Attitudes toward products 
Images of producers 
Information about producers 
Beliefs about producers 
Information and beliefs about 
customers of various pro­
ducers 
Attitudes toward producers 
Purchasing habits 
Susceptibility to change 
Tendency to impulse bujing 
Search patterns (start with 
what stores, go to how 
many stores, etc.) 
"Importance" of purchase 
Reliance* on "expert" advice 
In the Store Action 
Location, of 
retail outlet 
Location of 
product in 
store 
Promotional 
materials at 
point of pur­
chase 
Sales people 
and sales 
efforts 
Product 
attributes 
Packaging 
attributes 
Price 
C3 
a 
o 
P-4 
Source: Stuart Henderson Britt, Consumer Behavior and the 
Behavioral Sciences (New York: John Vv'iley & Sons, 
1966), p. 39-E. 
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information will be distorted if some prior experience was 
not favorable concerning that product or similar products. 
For example, a person might not buy another wooden toy 
because the last one he bought gave his children slivers. 
In the toy study, information was gathered concern­
ing job, permanent resident, education, and income. These 
data give some indication whether such variables affect a 
person's attitude toward the product. 
In the study, every effort has been made to avoid or 
comiJensate for influencing a person's perception of the 
toys. The trucks were displayed on a green background, not 
giving any one an advantage (See Display Photographs in 
Appendix C). Also, the experimental design compensated for 
such things as ordering effects by balancing the design. 
i''or example, in an ordering of items, people may prefer the 
center items; therefore, every item was displayed an equal 
number of times in each possible location in the display. 
The third step is disposition changes. This means 
that the consumer has perceived the information or product 
and has filtered it through his attitudes. He then creates 
some feeling toward the product such as like, dislike, or 
neutral feeling. The consigner's attitude on the products 
depends on three factors: 
(1) the strength and quality of the wants which 
may be satisfied by the goal object; 
(2) the extent to which the quantity and quality 
of information received after filtering 
12 
indicates that the goal-object is likely to 
satisfy these wants; and 
(3) xhe personality of the inaividual. 
The fourth step is the outcome which may lead the 
consumer to acquire the product. His decision to buy the 
product depends on the following possibilities: 
(1) the relevant want is particularly strong; 
(2) the probability of want satisfaction by this 
goal-object is fairly high; 
(3) the individual is highly persuasible 
(4) or is a high risK: taker.^ 
The outcome results in a possibility of three deci­
sions: (1) the selection, (2) the search, and, (3) the 
no-action decisions. The selection decision means that he 
will buy the product, but it may not occur exactly at that 
time because of certain constraints, which may be, for 
example, the lack of buying power or moving problems. The 
item will be bought when the constraints can be released. 
However, it is possible that a product will not be purchased 
at all if the consumer has to vvait because he may perceive 
new information that is contrary to his present attitude 
during this period. 
The search decision means the consumer is not fully 
satisfied with the information he now has. He proceeds to 
--'Ibid 
X 0 X o. • 
Ibi ., p. 505. 
A 
..L 
gatxher rno.r'e information until he cither rea.ches a no~actio}i 
or selection decision. 
The no-action decicion is the most comraonlj 
initicited decision because a. consumer receives much more 
information than he can carry through to selection. In a 
no-action decision, the consumer is no longer interested in 
selecting the product or searching for more information. 
He can proceed into a no-action decision due to information 
exhaustion or because the requirements for selection deci­
sion v^ere not present. If a no-action decision has been 
reached, it is possible to renev; the decision proce s s upon 
receipt of new information. This use of new information 
IS different from the search decision process as the infor­
mation is not actively sought. 
The experimental design in the toy study does not 
allow the consuinor the option of deferring or seeking new 
infornation. Ke is foi-cea into selecting, one of the toys. 
To soiiie extent it seems I'easonable to assume that search 
decisions ana no-action decisions for the trucks will be 
reflected in the score the consumer gives each trucic. There 
is a measurement problem here; people tend to lean either 
to the high or low end of the scale, indicating that the 
scale is not considered an equal interval scale. There may 
also be a region of the scale which serves only as a place 
holaer because of the con3umex''s la.c,k of feeling foi' the 
importance of the number. 
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CHAPTER II 
MODEL DESIGN 
Ob,i ectives 
Based on the prior Nez Perce Indian Study, the con-
surnei" buying model, and the highly differentiated product 
market, there appeared to be three factors of primary 
interest in determining consumer decisions to buy the wooden 
truck: (1} price, (2) competition, and, (3) reasons for 
buying. Therefore, this study involves a three-way experi­
mental design where all factors of the design are assumed to 
be fixed. 
The population of buyers sampled are parents with 
young sons between the ages of 2 and 12 years old. This 
range in age was selected to facilitate ease of sampling. 
The 10 to 12 year olds play with trucks very little, but a 
10 to 12 year old son is still young enough so that the 
parents have an appreciation for the toy truck market. 
Factor A of the three-way factorial experiment was 
the reason given the consumer for buying. It consisted of 
two treatments (See Questionnaire, Appendix A), which were: 
(1) The son will be 6 years old tomorrow and you 
will buy him a toy truck. 
(2j Your son is 6 years old and you are returning 
from a trip. You have decided to bring home a 
gift for each child and you decided to bring 
the 6 year old a toy truck. 
lb 
In this study, the child is assumed to be 6 years 
old because this seems to be the average buying age. It is 
desirable to create the same situation for everyone; there­
fore, everyone was given the hypothetical age for their 
child. There are many other possible buying situations that 
could have been used, but these are felt to be two of the 
most coimnon. The analysis should determine if these two 
buying situations have an effect on an individual's choice 
of trucks. This may indicate how a company should appeal to 
consumer wants. 
A special display was designed to represent a store 
display, the idea being that the display would create a 
realistic situation for the consumer (See Display Photo­
graphs, Appendix C). Each consumer was asked to consider 
only one of the two buying situations. No consumer would 
normally face both buying situations simultaneously and, 
statistically, there were fewer problems in meeting the 
assumptions of the model. 
Factor B of the experimental design was the differ­
ent prices for the toy wooden truck. There were four 
treatments: $1.99» $2.59, $2.98, and $3.49. These prices 
were selected because in an earlier study done for the Nez 
Perce Indian Tribe, $2.00 to $3.50 was felt to be the possi­
ble price range of the product. The odd prices were chosen 
because of the possible psychological effects thought to be 
a characteristic of the consumer. The price of the wooden 
lo 
ti-ucri was the on !.y price of the three t rucks that was vai-iea. 
The notation used for the price designation d I splayed in 
front 01" each trucic was not of unusual design in order to 
avoid caiLing unnecessary attention to one particular trucK 
(jee Appendix G). Each consumer was allowed to see only one 
price for the wooden truck. 
I'lactor C in the experimental design was the differ­
ent toy trucks: (1) a wooden truck, (2) a metal truck, and, 
(3) a plastic truck. The reason for selecting the different 
trucks is explained in the Introduction, but to reiterate: 
(1) the vvooden trucx was used because it is the 
interest of the study; 
{kj the metal truck was used because it is 
authentic and rugged; 
(.3) the pla,stic truck was used because it is 
inexpensive. 
I'he metal truck and plastic truck represent the major type 
of coiTipetition the wooden truck mignt face. 
In order not to introduce another variable into tne 
study, ail three trucKs are approximately the same size, 
fhe selling price of the plastic tx^ucK and metal trucK v;as 
the price at which each was purchased: $,9o and :iJ2.59 re­
spectively. All three trucks were displayed at one time. 
I'his gave repetitive measures across factor 0. 
I'he oi'der in which the trucks were displayed was 
controlled. For example, if the wooden truck was displayed 
on the fai- left during the first interview, it was 
(iisplayeci in the center durinfi' tne second interview, and on 
the iar right during the third interviev'/. Lach trucK was 
Kept in a bag so that the order in which the consumei' saw 
them was also controlled. The trucks y/ere uncovered from 
iett to right so xhat the position oi tlie xruck in the dis­
play determined the order in which they were first seen, 
-uach trucK was displayed an equal number of times on the 
left, center, and right during the expei'iment. 
The size of the sample was oO consuniers who have a 
boy or ooys Detween the ages of 2 and 12. However, the 
total number of housenofds contacted was fargex' than 
because some people interviewed did not have children in 
the right age category. The people not eligible for the 
design were eliminated by checking the age of theii' chil-
aren and entering their response in the questionnaire on th 
first page (oee '.questionnaire, Appendix A), Also, othei' 
questions were asKied those eliminated about buying toys in 
order to obtain indication whether these people should be 
considered in another' experiment concerning toy trucks. 
The sample of dO gives 10 obsei^vations per cell 
since it is a 2 x 4 x 3 factorial design v/ith repetitive 
measures across the C factor (3 factorial experiment;. Thi 
gave the design adequate power for producing reliaoie 
results. The number of observations pei* cell was based on 
past studies done by Dr. Thomas Johnson. He found that 10 
observations per cell led to excellent results provided the 
experiment -.vas consistent with the cons'uiner' a 'behavior and 
the assumptions of the model were not violated.' 
The experimental unit used to measure the consumer's 
potential to buy v;as a scale 2-unning froiri zero to ten. The 
cons-umer was asked to draw a line starting at zero on the 
scale to the point at which he thought represented his 
preference for buying each oi the three trucics. This method 
of rating is sometimes questioned, the argujnent being that 
people do not have a feeling for a rating scale. Therefore, 
a ranking was also used, and the two techniques compared for 
similar results. 
Data on income, education, permanent residence, and 
occupation was also gathered. Income and education were 
taken from a, list with the lowest education and income 
starting at the letter "A" and the higher levels proceeding 
through the alphabet. In this v/ay, individuals y/ere able 
to indicate their income and education by choosing letters 
corresponding to the proper income catejiOr.y and education 
category. Occupation was found by obtaining job title a.nci 
an explanation of job duties. This information v/as used in 
deterrriining if any toy appeals to a particular subcultui'e oi 
society. The experiment was not designed to statistically 
s 
''Information was obtained in a personal interview 
with Or. Thomas G. Johnson, Professor of Business Adminis­
tration, Uni\/ersit.y of Montana,. 
sample this inforrnation, but the design did give some ind 
cation for further study. 
itistical model had this form: 5 P cj t. ~ 
- P + cj + 6. + + aBy + 
* riirm(ij) * erjr 
y = general population mean without any effects 
due to the treatments 
= main effect contribution due to Treatment A 
= main effect contribution due to Treatment B 
TTjj^(ij) = effect peculiar to the gxoup 
aBj.. = interaction contribution between A and B 
treatments 
= main effect contribution due to Treatment G 
= interaction contribution between k and G 
~ interaction contribution between Treatment G 
and the effect peculiar to the group 
= interaction between Treatment B and C 
cBrijr = interactions between Treatments A, B, and 0 
e(ijrm) = random error associated with measuring any 
stochastic variable 
Assumptions in the model were as follows: 
1. Normal distribution of observations within eac 
cell. 
2. Homogeneity of variance (the variance due to 
experimental error within each treatment population is 
homogeneous). 
3. The experimental erior e represents all the 
uncontrollable sources of error and does not affect any 
20 
the systematic contributions. 
4. Each of the terms on the right hand side of tne 
statistical model is assumed to be independent of the other 
terms on that side. 
5. The sample was randomly selected, 
6. Trial results were independent wxth no effects 
carrying over into the next trial. 
This model fits Case II used by a .  J .  Winer for 
three-factor repetitive measurement experiments,'^ 
Summary of Analysis of Variance 
Source of Variation 
Between subjects 
A (reasons for buying) 
B (price) 
AB 
Subjects with groups 
vVithin subject 
C (different trucks) 
AC 
BC 
ABC 
df 
npq-1 
p-1 
q-1 
(p-l)(q-l) 
pq(n-l) 
npq(r-l) 
(r-1) 
(p-l)(r-l) 
(q-l)(r-l) 
E(MS) 
2 2 2 
a + ra + nqra 
e TT ^ a 
2 u. 2 ^ 2 a + ra + npra^ 
E TT 6 
2 2 2 
a + ra + nra ^ 
e TT aB 
2 ̂  2 
a + ra 
e 7T 
2 2 2 
a + CT„ + npqa„ 
e Ftt r 
a 2 + (J 2 ̂  nqa 
e Ftt ^ ar 
2 2 2 
e FTT ^ 6r 
(p-l(q-l)(r-l) a ̂  + a ^ + na J-
^ Fir agr 
CX subjects with groups pq(n-l)(r-l) a ^ + a ^ 
e FIT 
''*"B. J, v/iner, Statistical Principles in Experimental 
Design (New York: McG-raw-Hill Book Co., 1962) pp. 337-34b. 
n * aiMber of observations cell whicli is 10 
p ==~n:umfeer of A treatmeats v^icfa is 2 
' r = mimSey ©f 0 v 3 
•Phe F tests that were used in the experiment are: 
Effect "being tested; F test: 
A (reasons for buying) MSj^/MS sub|ectf within group 
B (price) MS^MS subjects within group 
AB (price and ordering MS^^IS subjects within groups 
interaction;)'" ' 
0 (different triiclfcs) ISp/kS^su^j^cts witW groups 
^ SrSierSt'S.) within 
BG (price ̂ d differ^t MSgg/MS^j subjects within grbti^^ 
AB0 (combined effe&ff subj^ts within groups 
Sample Sefinition 
B'ecause of the .limitM resources in this study, the 
University of Montana married student housing was used as 
the population to be sampled, fhis presented an easily 
accessible population of parents with young children. Shere 
was a strong posaibiltty that the decision to use the above 
sample caused such biases as higher than normal education 
and improper crass-section of occupations, fhe iaportan 
thing to remember is that the main purpose of this experiment 
was to test the consumer preference simulation technique. 
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If the teehni<jue ;Worked f or mrrjied studen th^ the 
techaique would he yalid ;if appl|;ed to the ri^t population. 
She ijicome ^d ocieupat^ion d^ta Ofllfcted allowred analysj.s 
re^rdittg the possible bias due to choosing married student 
housMg as the simple . 
fests and Bxected Reaultjg 
^e P test was used to detelTaine if any of the 
interactions or main effects are significant. If a main 
effect was found to be significant, cbmpferisons were made 
to determine the differences between individual treatments. 
If a iaain effect was found not to be si^ificant, it Was 
assumed that there was no difference between trea,tm&ts 
The implication is that the factbr has relatively iittle^^ 
effect on the popiilarity of the truck, which should b<^ cdn-
sidered when developing the pricing and marketing stfat¥^ 
for the toy. 
Observations drawn from personal experience ajid 
interviews with toy retailers indicated that the folidwing 
results could be expected. 3*he wooden truck should notice 
little change in demsuad when the price ranges from $1.99 to 
$2.98. At $3.49, the consumer shoiild take notice of the 
price and there should be a sharp decline in the demand for 
the wooden truck, fhere is a possibility that at the higher 
price a "snob appeal" demand, but this type of 
appeal is questionable. If the "snob appeal" effect does 
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occur, the (Jemand will increase as the price increases, 
which implies a price-quality image or status sjnnTDol for 
the toy truck. However, there should come a point at which 
novelty no longer justifies the price, but that may be out 
of the study's tested price range. The demand for the metal 
truck should be the greatest when the reason given for buy­
ing is the son's birthday. When a parent is bringing a gift 
home for his son, the wooden truck should receive the 
highest rating because of its novel design. There is a 
possibility that the price may influence the purchase of the 
wooden truck, giving the plastic truck a higher demand. 
The (^rating of the trucks may show that the metal 
truck has the overall highest demand. There is some doubt 
regarding the second and third rated truck. This will be 
determined depending on whether the novelty of the wooden 
truck or the price of the plastic truck is the more dominant. 
There might also be some effect from the one being a di^mp 
truck and the other a logging truck, but no effort was made 
to measure this effect. 
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CHAtTER III 
SAriPLE RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
Introduction to the Sample 
The observations for the study were taken from 
married student housing, University of Montana. It was not 
known which families had boys between the ages of 2 and 12, 
these ages being necessary for the statistical sample. 
Therefore, the first page of the questionnaxre was used as 
a screening device to eliminate the families not having boys 
of the acceptable age. (See Questionnaire, Appendix A.) 
It was necessary to interview 153 families before achieving 
the goal of 80 families with boys in the right age category. 
In the screening process, data were taken from all 
153 families regarding the size of the family, the purchase 
of toys in general, and the purchase of toy trucks (Table 
4). It was foimd that the families not having boys in the 
necessary age category had an average size family of 2.9 
individuals, including parents, and the median family was 
three individuals. The size of the household varied from 
one to six persons. The acceptable family, those having 
boys between 2 and 12, for the statistical sample, had an 
average family unit of 4.3 individuals with the median 
family unit having four persons. The size of these families 
ranged bet'ween tv/o and nine persons, including parents. 
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TABLE 4 
GOIflPARISON OP PEOPLE INTERVIE?/ED HAVING BOYS 
BETWEEN 2 and 12 AND THOSE PEOPLE INTERVIEWED 
NOT HAVING A BOY WITHIN THAT AGE GROUpl 
People Having a People Not Having a 
Number in Family Boy Between 2 & 12 Boy Between 2 & 12 
(including Total 
Percent'^ parents) Number 2 Percent Nixmber 
1 0 0 4 5.5 
2 2 2.5 25 34.2 
3 18 22.5 24 32.9 
4 29 36.3 16 21.9 
5 21 26.3 2 2.7 
6 8 10.0 2 2.7 
7 1 1.3 0 0 
8 0 0 0 0 
9 1 1.3 0 0 
Average Family Size 4.3 2.9 
Toys Purchased 
Within Last Year 78 97.5 46 63.0 
No Toys PiiTchased 
Within Last Year 2 2.5 27 37.0 
Trucks Bought Within 
Last Year 51 63.7 4 5.5 
No Trucks Bought 
Within Last Year 28 35.0 68 93.1 
Don't Know 1 1.3 1 1.4 
The sample used for the analysis of variance required a boy 
between the ages of 2 and 12. To avoid having a family 
without a boy of the required age, the questionnaire used a 
screening process to eliminate ineligible interviewees. In 
the screening process, some data were taken to see if these 
people should have been considered in the statistical 
sample which is presented in the above table. 
2 Based on the total statistical sample of 80. 
•^Based on 73 observations that did not qualify for the 
statistical sample. 
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If the nonacceptable interviews had been acceptable, it 
would have changed the size of the family unit signifi­
cantly. 
While a main conee:pn was" t select indiv|d^3.s who 
had; an apprecxation for the toy'marlcet, expeciaXIy toy 
trupks, this does not mean that everyone included in the 
sanQ)le"IshOuld'^hpLve a toywithin a'given 
period of tiSi. "Howevfer, the majority had piirislSased toys, 
and a significant number Had purchased "toy trucks. 
The information gained from the screening showed 
that of the families in the statistical sample 9J«5:Pe,?'r 
cent hade pmrchasid toys within the last^ yei;r ̂ spCfftp^ed 
to 63 iO percent of the nonacceptable families:. Askfl- if ; 
they had purchased any toy tracks within the last y«ar» ̂ ^3>7 
percent of the families in the statistical sample replied 
•*y6s" as compared to only 5.5 percent of the screened 
families* $hese statistics show that the families eli®4--. 
nated from; thi statistical sample should hot be considejred 
if another; study were to be done. ; 
The.-htebin#:! Wife'., :Ori.-.b,©th^'were regai'de4'asvfLe#ept-
able for interviewee. The wife alone accounted for:48.8 
percent-of the:; interyiews>..- (Seeifable >5.-)-=. ' i / 
TABLK D 
x' x-'-i '/ J,.!jv/.ijlj 
Parent Number Percent 
Husband 22 27.5 
V/ife 39 48.8 
Husband & Wife 19 23.7 
TOTAL 80 100.0 
^"Based on Statistical Sample of 50. 
No effort was made to determine vmo in the family 
was the principal toy buyer. It is known from psychologica 
and marketing studies that the buyer is determined by the 
authority structure of the household. Sometimes, the buyin 
is done mainly by the male or female, or a compromise 
between the two. The buyer can also be a function of the 
amount of purchase or type of item. Considering the income 
of the statistical sample (to be discussed later), it is 
felt tha.t the toy is a low budget item. Therefore, either 
parent, depending on the circmistances, could and would 
purchase the toy trucks. Hovvever, this is a subject for 
debate and would be extremely interesting to study further. 
It was interesting to note the authority structure 
of a family being interviewed with both husband and wife 
present. Often the male would take complete charge of the 
interviev/, although at times the male would not say a word 
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and tbe female woiild make all the decisions. In several 
instancesj husband and wife would exchange ideas to the 
point of arguing regarding the best truclc. Only once did 
the parents ask the opinion of the child regarding which 
truck he liked best. It was interesting also to note that 
the child selected a different toy frciia that selected by his 
parents. I^is brings up two points for further study. 
First, is the parent or the child the most influential in 
billing a truck? Second, would the design be different if 
t^e child were more influential than the parent? 
ito important aspect of experimental design is the 
ease of biasing the experiment by some laneohscious mistake 
in the questionnaire or interviewer's attitude, To check 
for posBible interviewer's bias, a frequency diagram of the 
aver&ge track ratii^ per individual for the sample•s 80 
interviews was plotted {Figure 1). Jhe frequency plot 
should be examined for skewness or any dichotomous charac­
teristics, The truck rating average does not seem to 
exhibit any abnormal characteristics; therefore, if there 
were any bias introduced, it appears to be consistent 
throughout the entire sample. 
Statistical Results 
In this section it is assumed that the sample is a 
true representaticn df the toy truck market and all con-
clusions and ihffi^fices'-^w^ ba&ed ̂ n this assiapticn. 
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Figure 1.—Frequency diagram for the Within-Subjects Effect 
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In another section, Sample Evaluation, the representative 
sample will be analyzed. 
The sample is analygsed using two methods for scoring 
the popularity of the trucks. The first scoring method is 
called rating, the method by which the raw data was col­
lected, As mentioned in the Chapter on Model Design (II), 
the interviewee was asked to consider what he thought his 
potential to buy each truck would be and then rate the 
trucks from zero to ten. Ranking is the second method used 
in scoring, in which a truck was given a score of two, one, 
or zero depending on whether the individual thought his 
potential to buy each truck was first, second, or third. 
The ranking method assumes that the interviewee can only 
tell their feeling about the trucks by ordering them. 
It is necessary to review some of the material from 
the prior chapter. The three-way factorial design is a 
2x4x3 (AxBxC). Treatment A has two treatments which 
are the reasons for buying, Treatment B is the price effect 
consisting of four different prices on the wooden truck, and 
Treatment G is the different trucks which are the wooden 
logging truck, the metal logging truck, and the plastic 
diAmp truck. The Siimmary of Analysis of Variance (Table 6) 
shows what factors are significant and the results using the 
rating procediires. 
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TKBm 6 
SUMflABY OF ANALYSIS OP VARIMCE 
(Eating Method) 
Soiirce of Variation ss df Ms P 
Between Subjects 606.6292 79 
A (reason for buying) 4.7334 1 4.7334 .6508 
B (price) 38.3709 ^ .3 12.790^3 1.7587 
m 39.8916 3 13.2972 1.828 
Subj. w/groups 523.5333 72 7.27:27 
Within Subjects 2407.4167 160 
C (trucks) 187.9521 2 93*9761 6.4437* 
m 2.6854 2 1.3427 .0921 
BC 80.6479 6 . 13.4413 .9216 
ABC 36,0151 6 6.0025 .4116 
G X subj* w/groups 2100.1167 144 14.5841 
^Significant at tlie one percent level. 
Prom !PaMe 6, the P tests indicate that there are no 
interactions that are si^ificant. In examining the main 
effects, one finds the only signficant statistic is the 
difference between trucks. 'j?he truck effect is significant 
at the one percent leyel of confidence. Thd reasons for buy 
ing are of little cQrisequence on the buyer's rating of the 
trucks. The price effect is starting to show some signifi­
cance, but .not st^o,n,g enpu^ to show a significant 
statistical effecti'' ; -
The Ranking Scoring Method vvas used in obtaining the 
second Analysis of Variance Nummary given in Table 7: 
TABLE 7 
Sail^ARY OP ANALYSIS OP VARIANCE 
(Ranking M e tho d) 
Source of Variation ss df Ms i' 
vv 1 th in oub j e c t s -L ̂  0 . ̂ 160 
C (trucks) 7.625 2 3 • 9175 4.1854* 
AC 1.2375 2 . 6166 • O 
BG 3.8000 5 .6333 . 6766 
ABC 2 . 1 < 1 J  6 .456 3 .4675 
C X subJ. w/groups 134.900J 144 . 536 
*Signiileant at the five percent level. 
In the ranking methoa, 'Chere can be no between-
subject variation; therefore, the A and B effects must be 
measured in the AG and BC interaction terms (Compare Tables 
7 6 and 7).' Using the interaction terms for analysis does 
not seem unreasonable, but it is helpful to have a main 
effect present in order to aia the marketer in viewing the 
overall effect. 
The results have not changed from the rating method 
except the experiment has lost power. The truck effect is 
^Ibid. Given v7iner's model and the ranking method, 
it can be shown that there is no between-subject variation. 
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still significant, but now the level of significance is at 
the five.percent level. Also, the price effect is less 
apparent than it was in the rating Method. 
Results indicate that the better method is rating, 
for it gives the families an opportimity to show disapproval 
for a truck by giving it a low rating. In using the ranking 
method, an individual can lower the rank on the truck, but 
he cannot show how much he disapproves of the truck by 
lowering the score in comparison with the other two trucks. 
However, care should be used in analyzing the between-
subjects variance because it is possible to misinterpret the 
results, as will be shown later in the analysis of pricing. 
The profiles of the main effects and their interaction 
effects should always be plotted in order to fully compre­
hend the full meaning of the data. In the next Section, 
prices will be analyzed by the use of profiles (graphical 
analysis). 
The data do indicate a significant effect for differ­
ences between the trucks. It is possible with a significant 
overall P test to study differences between treatments. A 
popular test used to examine differences is the Newman-Keuls 
test. This test, at the five percent level, indicates that 
the wooden truck is significantly different from both the 
metal and the plastic trucks. However, the test does not 
show a significant difference between the metal and plastic 
trucks; therefore, the conclusion derived from the 
statistical sample is that the wooden truck is in higher 
demand than either the plastic or metal trucks. However, 
conclusions cannot be drawn regarding the relationship 
between the metal and plastic trucks. 
The resulting demand for the three trucks is differ-
end from the expected results given in the previous chapter. 
The reason the wooden truck has a higher demand than 
expected resulted from an underestimation of its appeal due 
to its unusual appearance. Many people commented regarding 
its imique design and seemed to feel that the other trucks 
were "just the same old thing." Also, it is interesting to 
note that reasons for buying had no effect on which truck 
they bought. It was thought that the price of the truck 
might effect which truck a consumer would buy if he was 
coming home from a trip, but this biaying reason had no 
effect. The reason seemed to be that the truck's design 
overpowered the effect due to reasons for buying. 
Projecting the above sample results to the total 
population of toy buyers, the experiment shows that if each 
truck is given an equal opportunity in all areas of market­
ing, the wood truck is the number one choice, with novelty 
being its best selling point. Also, repeat buyers state the 
wood truck is a very durable and long-lasting toy, A 
question that warrants fxxrther study is: Would increased 
production affect a person's feeling about its unusual 
appearance? 
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Considering the present demand for the wooden truck, 
the statistical results do not necessarily mean the wooden 
truck will outsell the other two trucks. The wooden truck 
may not have the same effective marketing and advertising 
staff, equal shelf space, the same selling locations, and 
distribution -channels as the other trucks might have. It 
does say that if everything were equal, the wooden truck 
would outsell the other two trucks. 
Analysis of the Pricing Effect 
It must be emphasized that the statistical test did 
not show a significant difference between pricing treat­
ments. Statistically, this means that no trend analysis 
or tests between treatments can be justified. However, the 
profile of the price effect should be examined. Three pro­
files shown in this study are; Figure 2, the mean rating 
versus the possible prices of the wooden truck; Figure 3> 
the mean rating versus the average price of the three 
trucks combined; and. Figure 4, the mean rating versus the 
percent increase over the $1.85 average price. The results 
were also plotted on logarithmic and semilogarithmic scales, 
but because the results were similar to the information on 
the three graphs shown, they are not presented. 
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Wooden Truck's Prices 
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Figure 2.—^Profile of the liain and Interaction Effect using 
the wooden truck's price as the abscissa. 
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Wood Interaction 
Price Main Effect 
Metal Interaction 
^ Plastic Interaction 
Average Price of the Three Trucks 
(Dollars) 
Figure 3*—Profile of the Main and Interaction Price Effect 
using the average price of the three trucks at 
wooden truck's different prices as the abscissa. 
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Percent Increase Over the Average 
Price of a $1.85 
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Figure 4.—Profile of the Xain and Interaction Price Effect 
using the percent increase over the smallest 
average price (51.85) as the abscissa. 
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The best approach in analyzing the price effeet XB 
to examine the interaction effects first. Hie wooden 
truck's mean (average) rating, which is an indicatiiaa. of 
demand, is constant for two prices then it drops off aia# 
reiaains constant for the remaining two prices. The demands 
for the metal and plastic trucks vary over all foiir price 
changes for the wooden truck. An interesting question for 
further study is: If the competition jaanufacturing the 
plastic or metal trucks were to change their prices, would 
it affect the wooden"tnick's demand? 
The next step in the analysis is to examine each 
profile in regard to what is happening to demand. The woodai 
truck has the highest demand, the plastic second and the 
metal third, when the wooden truck is priced at $1,99. It 
seems reasonable that people like the wooden truck and 
notice it is inexpensive. They then compare it to the other 
trucks and determine the inexpensive plastic truck is the 
closest competitor. The metal is then rated slightly lower 
because people think the price is too hi^ in relation to 
the wooden truck. 
At $2.59, the wood and metal trucks are the same 
price. It is important to notice that the metal truck's 
demand has risen while the demand for the plastic truck has 
decreased. The rationale is that the price barrier has been 
removed from the -wooden and metal trucks. The people still 
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like the wooden truck as much as ever, but they feel that 
since they like the wood, tiaey must like metal because it 
has the same t2.59 quality-image. The demaM for the 
plastic truck drops considerably because people feel the 
plastic truck does not have anything in common with the 
wooden truck. 
At |2»98, the demand falls off for the wooden truck, 
while the metal truck demand rises slightly and that for 
the plastic truck rises sharply. The increased price on 
the wooden truck shows that many people are unwilling to pay 
the extra money for the truck so they switch their prefer­
ence to a metal or a plastic truck, or they show it by rating 
the wooden truck lower. The demand for the plastic rises 
again because there is a price barrier among all three 
trucks. The people that switched from the wooden trucks 
have gone to the metal or plastic truck, thereby raising the 
demand for both. 
At i3.49f the demand for the wooden tiruGk remains the 
same, but the demands for the metal and plastic trucks are 
decreasing. This is the '*snob appeal^ and quality image 
mentioned in the discussion on expected results. People who 
picked the wooden truck at $3*49 felt it is superior to the 
other trucks, which they show by rating the other trucks 
lower. On the other hjand, the people who will not pay^the 
high price re;Spond fey Toting the wooden truck low, .The wood, 
however, has more people selecting it than the other trucks. 
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The price seems to cause people to use the extremes of the 
scales where at the lower wooden truck prices the wooden, 
metal and plastic trucks would be rated closer together. 
This implies that the $3.49 price tends to make a person's 
mind up ahout the wooden truck one way or the other. 
The price main effect shows the total demand for all 
three trucks. The main price effect assumes that there will 
be a certain amount of resources allocated on the aggregate 
to buy toy trucks. If everything is equal, the interaction 
terms show an individual truck's demand. The price main 
effect shows an almost constant demand over the first three 
prices. As seen by the main effect, the fourth price causes 
a drop in deaand for the total of the three trucks. The 
metal and plastic trucks experience this drop in demand, but 
the wooden truck remains constant. 
There appears to be two possible prices for the 
wooden truck: $2.59, which is the highest demand, and $3*49, 
which is the highest price but a slightly lower demand. 
Either would be excellent depending on the goals and related 
strategies of the firm. In the next Chapter, a price will 
be defended based on knowledge gained from a past study for 
the Nez Perce Indian Tribe. 
Sample Bvaluatioh 
Data was cdllected regarding certain characteristics 
that might influence #hat a person would buy. The areas 
have been broken into; 
(1) Age of i-'arent 
(2) Average Child Age and Size of i^'amily 
(3) Income 
(4) Permanent Residence 
(5) Education and Occupation. 
By studying these data, it is possible to determine 
v-zhether the sample has any biases such as too many people 
with high incomes or with more education than the norm. The 
data should indicate if there i?: a bendency for a particular 
class of people to buy trucks, such as large families, the 
highly educated, or high income families. 
The Age of larent is the average age of the family's 
guardians. The families interviewed shov/ed that 53.5 per­
cent of the pax'ents' average age was between 26 and 35 years 
(Table 8). Many of the parents betv'/een the ages of 20 and 
25 had children, but many of the boys were too young or the 
child V'/as a girl. The Universiuy of Montana married student 
housing does not contain many people over the age of 36. 
The parents, whose ages were 36 or over had older families,, 
['his sample, as far as parents' age, seems to be representa­
tive of the toy market. 
In examining Table 8 for any class preference, there 
appears to be no one group that stands out from the rest, 
all classes preferring the wooden truck, metal tru.ck, and 
TaBLE d 
PARENT AGE DISTRIBUTION VERSUS GKOIGE IN TRUCK RANKING 
average 
Parent 
Age 
Percent 
by T 
Class ' l/ood 
Truck 
( 
Metal 
3 Hanked 
Percent 
Flasti c 
[•"irst 
Equal ^ 
Ranking'^ Wood 
Irucks 
(I 
Metal 
Ranked ^ 
^ercent) 
Plasti c 
hacond 
Equal p 
'Ranking 'rfood 
Truck 
( 
Metal 
s Ranked 
Percent) 
Plastic 
Third 
Equal ^ 
Ranking ' 
20-:: 3 18 .9 50.0 21. A 21.4 7.1 14.3 3 5.7 28.6 21.4 28,6 21.4 35.7 14.3 
26--:̂ O 36.5 4 6.4 21.4 25.0 7.1 17.9 53.6 14.3 14.3 24.1 14.3 50.0 10.7 
31-35 27.0 3o.l î :̂ o 3S.1 4.3 19.0 3B.1 19.0 19.0 28.6 23.8 28.6 19.0 
i 
36"-ia:) 9.5 71.4 14.3 1/.. 3 0 28.6 42.9 14.3 14.3 0 28.6 57.1 14.3 
41 or 
over 
6M 50.0 15,7 33.3 0 50.0 50.0 0 0 0 33.3 66 c 7 0 
TOTAL [ ino.o U 1 ,  u  10.7 27.6 5.3 21.1 . 1L.U L22̂  21̂ 1 
— 1 
^Base number used v;as 76 ratlier than the total statistical sample of 50 because four 
individuals did not reveal their ages. 
2 
This column which in/ii cates equal ranking of trucks is represented by a percentage. Two 
individuals gave equal ratings to all three trucksj therefore their ratings will affect 
the percentages in all three equal ranking coluirais. Tv/o individuals had two trucks tied 
for first and second v/hich means their rankings will affect only the first and second equal 
ranking coluinns, Nine individuals had two trucks tied for second and third whicn affects 
only the second and tirird equal ranking columns. 
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plastic truck in that order. la the 31 to 35 age class, 
there is some indecision among all three trucks for the 
third ranked truck, but there is no correlation with the 
rest of the data, so it could be a chance happeni:ig. 
Average child age is the mean of all children living 
within the household. Ihe data did show that 82*2 percent 
of the children in the sample were below 7 years of age 
(Table 9). This appears to be the buying age for toy 
trucks. It may have been better to leave the 8 to 12 year 
olds out of the sample, fhe parents of this age group still 
had an appreciation for the market, but an active buyer 
with children below 7 years of age gave the best:information 
and suggestions. In studying average child age categories, 
no infomation was gained regarding any group preferences. 
Size of Family (Table 10) shows that 84,9 percent of 
the families had three to five persons living in. the house­
holds, which means one to three children (assimihg two 
parents). The family of four displayed a tendency to rank 
the metal truck last, while the family of five were 
generally uadeoided as to which truck to rank first, the 
wooden truck or the metal truck. However, these a.re the 
only examples of Size of Faiaily group preferences. It is 
assumed that the above examples were chance occurences 
since the remainder of the data will not substantiate any 
theory relating to family size preference. 
TABLE 9 
AVERAGE CHILD AGE VERSUS CHOICE IW TRUCK RANKING 
Average 
Child 
Age' , 
Percent 
1 Glass Wood 
Trucks 
(] 
Metal 
Ranked 
='ercent) 
Plastic 
First 
Equal 2 
Ranking Wood 
Tinxckj 
{Pi 
Metal 
RaiiEk§d 
ircent) 
Plastic 
Second 
Eqp^l 2 
Ranking 
"..Ti 
Wood 
nicks I 
(P« 
Metal 
tanked Th 
jrcent) 
Plastic 
IX rd 
Equal 9 
Ranking 
48.1 43.6 23.1 25.6 7.7 17.9 48.7 15.4 17.9 25.6 12.8 46.2 15.4 
5-1 ; 34.1 50.0 21.4 21.4 7.1 17.9 42.9 25.0 14.3 25,0 25.0 39.3 10.7 
8 or 
over 17. S 64.3 7.1 28.6 0 28.6 57.1 0 14.3 7.1 21.4 57.1 14.3 
TOTAL 100.0 4S.1 21.5 25.3 5.1 21.0 45.8 17.3 16.0 22.8 19.0 44.3 13.9 
^Based on the total statistical sample of B O .  
O 
•This column which indicates equal ranking of trucks is represented by a percentage. Two 
individuals gave equal ratings to all three trucks, therefore their ratings vri.ll affect the 
percentages in all three equal ranking coluims. Two individuals had two truekS tied for 
first and secondf which means their rankings will affect only the fir&t/ and second equal 
r^ijking columns. Nine individuals had two trucks tied for second and thirdj which affects, 
only the second and third equal ranking columns. 
TABLE 10 
SIZE m FMILY VERSUS CHOIGE IN TRUCK RANKING 
Sisse 
of 
; Family 
(Incl* 
Parents 
Percent 
by , 
Class"* 
, 
r  
Wood 
Prucks 
(Per< 
Metal 
Hanked F 
:ent) 
Plastic 
irst 
Equal 2 
Ranking 
Trv 
fiTood 
icks Hi 
(Per 
Metal 
inked Sec 
cent) 
Plastic 
:ond 
Equal y 
Ranking 
Ti 
Wood 
•nicks 1  
(Pe. 
Metal 
' i l  '  l l n l  
Ranked Tl" 
rcent) 
Plastic 
tird 
Equal 2 
tanking ; 
i  •  2  2 . 5  0  0  5 0 . 0  5 0 . 0  5 0 . 0  0 0 50.0 0 50.0 0  5ci'o •; 
• 3 2 2 . 5 - 6 3 . 2  1 5 . $  2 1 . 1  0  1 5 . 8  5 7 . 9  1 5 . 8  1 0 . 5  1 5 . 8  15.8 5 7 . 9  10.5 : 
•  i  
3 6 . 2  4 1 . 4  2 4 . 1  5 1 . 0  3 . 4  1 9 . 4  4 1 . 9  1 9 . 4  19.4 | i 6 . 7  3 3 . 3  1 3 . 3  3 6 . 7  
r  5  i  2 6 . 2  3 6 .  S  3 6 . g  1 5 . 3  1 0 . 5  2 6 . 3  4 2 . 1  1 5 . 8  1 5 . 8  2 1 . 1  1 5 . 8  5 2 . 9  '10.5 
. 6  :  1 0 . 0 1  6 2 . 5  0  37.5 0  2 5 . 0  5 0 , 0  2 5 . 0  0 1 2 . 5  5 0 . 0  3 7 . 5  0 
^  7  i  1 . 3 " :  100.0 0  ; o  0  0 ; 0- 0  1 0 0 . 0  0 '  0 0  100.0 
i  S  ^  0. 0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0  0 0 0  0 
9 i  
1 TOfAt , 
1 . 3  100.0 G 0  0  0  100.0 0 0  0  0 1 0 0 . 0  Q  
1 0 0 . 0 *  ii-S. 1 2 1 . 5  2 5 . 3  5 . 1  2 1 . 0  45.d 17.3 16 . 0  I22.8 1 9 . 0  4 4 . 3  13.9 
^Based on tha total statistical sainple of 00. 
This coltiffln which indicates eqaal ranking of trucks is represented by a percentage. Two Individuals 
gave equsGL ratings to all three trucks, therefore their ratings will affect the percentages in all 
three equal ranking coltuiois. Two individuals had two trucks tied for first and second, ii^ich means 
their rankings will affect only the first and second equal ranking coluitos. Nine individuals had 
two trucks tied for second and third, which affects only the second and third equal ranking columns. 
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The size of family or average child age distribution 
does not seem unrealistic of the toy truck marlcet. As 
mentioned before, the 8 to 12-year class might be omitted if 
the study were done again, The small number of iJidividuals 
per family may be slightly indicative of a high income bias. 
The interviewee was asked to describe the income 
that best described his total family income. Some indi­
viduals used past incomes rather than the current year's 
expected income because school was an abnormal sitmtion 
for them. The report of earlier incomes seemed reasonable, 
because people would then be in their norml buying situa­
tion. No information was available concerning the tmck 
buyer's income distribution so it is assumed that the 
United States income distribution would be the best descrip­
tion (See Table 11), The income distribution for the sample 
is biased towards higher incomes. The bias is more than 
Table 11 shows because most of those included in the low 
income bracket are the younger college students who came 
from middle class families. These yoimg people may live on 
low incomes but they have tastes of the middle income 
family. Therefore, the sample describes very few, if any, 
tinily low income families. 
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msLi 11 
CdiPARiSON OP THE UIITID SteES TO THE 
STATISTICAL SAMPLE'S INCOME DISTRIBUTION 
Income Households Per Class ( Percent) 
United States:* Sample; 
$3999 or less 24.3 15.6 
4000-5999 17.5 13.0 
6000-9999 32.4 3:6.3 
10000-14999 17.3 20.8 
15000 or over 7.6 14.3 
*Source: Department of Commerce, Bureau oi' the 
Census. Current Pcjpulation Reports, 
Series P-50, No. 51, 1965. 
There appears to be no influence between income 
levels regarding which truck to buy (Table 12). Families at 
all group levels seem to rank the wooden truck, the metal 
truck, and the plastic truck in the order of one, two, three, 
respectively* Table 12 does show some indecision regarding 
which truck to buy, but this could be influenced by the 
different treatments. At the $10,000-14,999 category, the 
interviewees show indecision regarding whetlier to ra^- the 
wood first or last, but there seems to be no other indicaticn 
of this type of ranking elsewhere. This leads to the 
assumption that it' ife a ch^ce occurence. 
TABLE 12 
INCOME DISTRIBUTION VERSUS CHOICE IN TRUCE RANKING 
Income 
Distri-
butionl 
Percent 
2 Class 
Ti 
Wood 
"ucks 1 
(P« 
Metal 
Ranked Fi 
arcent) 
Plastic 
rst 
Equal 0 
Ranking 
1 
Wood 
rucks 
(Pe 
Metal 
Ranked £ 
srcent) 
Plastic 
Second 
Equal 0 
Ranking 
T] 
Wood 
rucks ] 
(P 
Metal 
Ranked Tl* 
ercent) 
Plastic 
lird 
Equal ^ 
Ranking^ 
399§ or 
less 15.6 53 15.4 23.1 7.7 14.3 42.9 21.4 21.4 14.3 21,4 42.9 21.4 
4000 to 
5999 13.0 go.o. 0 10.0 10.0 11.1 55.5 11.1 22.2 11.1 22.2 55.5 11.1 
6000 to 
7999 16.9 30.8 23.1 46.2 0 38.5 53.8 7.7 0 35.7 21.4 42.9 0 
8000 to 
9999 19.4 40.0 26.7 26.7 6,7 26.7 33.3 20.0 20.0 7.1 28.6 : 50.0 14.3 
IDOOO to 
14999 20.8 43.7 25.0 31.3 0 6 . 3 50.0 25.0 18.7 43.7 12.5 25.0 18.7 
15000 
or over 14.3 63.6 27.3 0 9.1 25.0 41.7 16.7 16.7 8.3 16.7 58.3 16.7 
TOTAL 100.00 48.1 21.5 25.3 5.1 21.0 45.8 17.3 16.0 
—— 
22.8 
! 
19.0 44.3 13.9 
^Interviewee asked to give a letter that best describes his normal family income from a card 
containing possible income levels. 
Based on the total statistical sample of SO. 
^This column, which indicates equal ranking of trucks, is represented by a percentage• Two 
individuals gave equal rating to all three trucks; therefore their ratings will affect the 
percentages in all three equal ranking columns. Two individuals had two trucks tied for 
first and second, which mieans their rankings will affect only the first and second equal 
ranking colunins. Mne individuals had two trucks tied for second and third, which affects 
only the second and third equal ranking co3.umns. 
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Periaaneat residence was examined to determine if any 
particular region preferred a specific type of truck. The 
interviewee was asked to give the residence he felt:best 
described his permanent address. The data indicated that 
56.4 percent of the people felt Missoula was their residence 
(Table 13). 
Prom the data, all categories exhibit such a small 
percentage, except Missoula, western Canada, and Montana, 
that no conclusions can be made concerning the remaining 
categories. Studies done in cities similar to Missoula, in 
all probability, would result in the ^ame cortclusions as 
found in this study. However, it must be remeabered that 
this study's sample was taken from married student housing 
rather than Missoula proper ̂ d may not constitute a valid 
sample for the city as a whole. This study would be valid 
in cities having a university with married student housing, 
such as Moscow, Idaho, where the University of Idaho is 
located. 
The prior study done for the Nez Perce Indiaii Tribe 
indicated th^t the present consumers of wooden trucks were 
tourists passing through a lumbering area or quality buyers 
living in the area. The distribution of wooden trucks is 
small; therefore, if trucks became more widely circulated, 
they may be bought by different types of consumers. Nothing 
is known about the buyers of metal or plastic trucks. The 
fABLE 13 
PEMAHENO^ RBSIDENCB VERSUS CHOICE IN TmCK RANKING 
FenEanent|, 
Residence. 
Percent 
by 2 
Glass "Wood 
Truck 
( 
Metal 
Ranked I 
Percent) 
Plastic 
Urst 
Equal -3 
Ranking'^ 
T] 
Wood 
ruck R 
(Pe 
Metal 
=inked Sec 
r*cent) 
Plastic 
;ond 
Equal ^ 
Ranking-' 
1 
Wood 
L^rucic ] 
(1 
Metal 
lanked Th 
Percent) 
Plastic 
dr4 
Equal ^ 
Ranking-
Mssoula, 
Montana 56.4 50.0 17.4 23.9 a.7 15.2 50.0 17.4 17.4 23.9 19.6 43.5 13.0 
ifentana 
(other than 
Mssoula)' ; 14.1 36.4 •36.4 27.3 0 27.3 36.4 ia.2 ia.2 18.2 1^.2 36.4 27.3 
• ife'ttntain 
States 
(other thai: 
Ifeiiitana ) 5.1 75.0 25.0 0 0 25*0 75.0 0 0 D 0 100.0 0 
West 
•G.oast 0 66,7 33.3 0 , Loao 0 0 0 0 33.3 66.7 0 
•mi Wesf : 3.^ 0 33- 0 0 33.3 '""""6 ^ 3-!. 3 •' 0 • •' • "'tt 66.7 
East • 2.,5' 50.0 0 50.0 0 0 50.0 0 50.0 50. Q 0 0 50.0 
South 3.a' 66^7 0 33.3 0 33,3 66.7 0 0 0 33.3 66.7 0 
•Western • 
Oanada .••^10.3 50.0 12.5 37.5 0 12.5 50.0 37.5 0 37.5 25.0 37.5 0 
TOTAL •100.0 4̂ .1 21.5 25.3 5.1 21,0 45.-a 17.3 16.0 22.8 19.0 44.3 13.9 
Inter^i^w^es were asked to gi^e the address that they felt best describes their permanent residetiee. 
The resideEces have -beati further classified, into regiotis* 'The regio'ns are defined as follows! 
(1) M&imtain'States-all states east of California" extending to the eastern border of •Montana, Wyoming., 
Co.io.i'ado,. ^and Mew Mexico-r (2) -West 'Goast-all. states bordering the Pacific Ocean| (3) Mid West-ea^t 
of monintaliii states, ••wst .of the Mississippi and north of Oklahoma excluding .Missouri; (4) Sast--e'ast 
of the lississippi and north of the firginias and Kentuckyj (5) South-includes all states south of 
fountain s'tatest md west and east, including Missouri. 
Based on the total statistical sample of 80. 
3lVo indiiriduals gave equal ratings, to all three trucks; therefore, their ratings affect the percentag,e'S 
in all three equal' ranking .coluisns. two individuals .had two trucks tied for first-and second, which 
means their .rankings.'-affect only the first and aecond, equal ranking columns, Nine individuals had two 
trucks tied for second and third, which affects -only'the second and third equal ranking coluifnhs. 
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reader should be careful in extending the study concerning 
the wooden truck beyond the lumberihg area. Examining 
Table 13 categories of western Canada and Missoula, which 
are lumbering areas, there is a heavy emphasis on the 
wooden truck first, the metal truck second, and the plastic 
truck third, fhe Montana category shows indecision beyond 
metal and wood, but both are the logging trucks. There is 
not sufficient data to determine if there are any group 
preferences. 
In order to analyze any group preference for educa­
tion and occupation, these consumer characteristics must be 
studied as a whole because of their interaction with each 
other. Prom the data, the wife was found to have a minimum 
of a high school education^ but SI.5 percent of the wives 
had at least two years of college, extending to the master's 
level (Table 14)* The husband has the widest diversity of 
education beginning at the grade sehool level and extending 
to the doctorate level (Table 15). Distribution for both 
husband and wife is biased towards a high education level, 
which was anticipated for mas^-ried student housing. 
TABLE 14 
WOMEN'S EDUCATION VERSUS CHOICE IN TRUCK RANKING 
Education 
. .of Female 
' -Parent^ 
•Percent 
by 2 
Class, Wood 
Truck! 
(P( 
Mets^l! 
Itanked 
srcent) 
Plastic 
First 
Equal 
Hanking 
Tn 
'iood 
icks R 
(Pe 
Metal 
anked Se 
rc^nt) 
Plastic 
cond 
Equal , 
Ranking 
f] 
Wpod 
rucks 
{' 
Metal 
ianked T1 
Percent) 
Plastic 
liird 
Equal T 
Ranking 
• Higti 
, S.̂ hool . 31.4 B.3 45.6 16.7 29.2 16.7 45.g 25.0 12.5 29.2 16.7 41.7 12.5 
--years •' 
23.6 40.C 20.0 30.0 10 25.0 45.0 15.0 15.0 30.0 25.0 40.0 5.0 
• •••f 0plifii,cal 
••Scirdoi 
-.OF' 
7.1 60.C 0 20.0 0 0 20.0 20.0 60.0 0 20.0 20.0 60.0 
•.OdUeg.e'-
^ Badhelor^s 
Decree. 30.0 61.9 Z&.6  9.5 0 23.e 38.1 23-8 14.3 4.8 19.0 61.9 14.3 
•College 
, .Master'̂ :s • 
r Degree 2.9 i loac . 0 0 0 0 100.0 0 0 0 0 100.0 0 
• tomh 100.0 4S-3 21.5 
CL -
25.3 5.1 21.0 45.8 17.3 16.0 22-8 19.0 44.3 13.9 
^Interviewee was asked to give the letter that best describes his education from a card containing 
the list of possible education levels. 
9 ;• 
'^Ba^ed on tlie'- total statistical .sample of SO^, 
^This coiuBHX, which indicates equal ranking of trucks, is represented by a percentage. Two individuals 
gave equal ratings to all three trucks, therefore their ratings will affect the percentages in all 
three equal ranking columns. Two individuals had two trucks tied for first and second, which means 
their rankings will affect only the first and second equal ranking coluihns. Nine individuals had ^ 
trucks tied for second and third, which affects only the second and third equal ranking columns. UJ 
TABLE 15 
MEN'S EBUCATIOli VERSUS GHOICB IN fRUCK RANKING 
Education 
'"of-; Male 
Parent 
.' Percent 
2 Class 
...kn.. 
..Wpod-
rucks 
(Pe 
•Metal 
Hanked F 
rcerit) 
Plastic 
irst 
Equal ^ 
Ranking-'^ Wood 
True J 
Metal 
£s Eankec 
[Percent] 
Plas-tic 
Second 
Equal ^ 
Ranking-^ Wood 
Trucks 
Metal 
Banked 
=iereen%) 
Plastic 
Third 
Equal -
Ranking*^ 
Grade 
"S'^ooir; 1,4 Q 0 100.0 0 0 & 0 100.0 0 0 0 100.0 
.High 
: :S-chool.\- 6.8 60.0 . 0 .. 40.0 : 0 aovft 60 .0  20.0 . 0 20.0 40.0 40X) 0 
- ife Irs. • 
: 0iSile^e. 17.S 35.7 21.4 ..'- 14-3 7-1 50.0 .23.6 14.3 50.0 7.1 35.7 7.1 
• :!;.f4chni-'oal 
; S-chool. 
.(.i- yr,. o.r 
Ipnger); 1 » if 0 100.G 0 0 - 2D0.0 0 0 . 0 0 0 100.0 0 
> College 
,Bachelors '• 
• Be-gree,.... 16-, 9 50.0 .. b\,3. 41:.7 0 16,7 50.0 25.0 8.3 35-3 33.3 25.0 : 8.3 
Ool'lege' • 
,Mast6.rs 
'! Decree.;-. • .37.0 51.9 •la.s. 25,9 3.7 25,9 4^.1 3.7 22.2 7-4 14.8 59.3 18.5 
i Coilage 
• Doctors 
;; Decree;;-. 19,2 .50.0 2B.6  21,4 . 0 , 21.4 35-7 28.6 14.3 2^.6 21.4 35.7 14.3 
TOTAL 100.0 if$.6 19.4- •• .27,g • 4.2 16,7 4^.6 16.7 18.1 2.6.4 18.1 40.3 15.3 
%nter?iewee. -was- asked, to give the letter. 
Base number used h^re is 72 rather than the total of dO because B women declared themselves head of 
household.^' 
^?his colunm, which,indicates equal ranking of tracks, is represented by percentage. Two individuals 
.gave •equal ra:fcings.^ to all three.trucks, therefore'their ratings will affect the percentages in all 
three- equal ranking, co-lumna', "Two^ individuals'had-two^--trucks tied fpr firsthand .second which meanfe 
their rankings will affect-'only the first and second ;.aqual ranking columns. Nine indiviSuals--had' 
two-tinicW^ tied fpr • second "and...third, which affects only the second and third equal ranking, columns. 
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In tlie employment status, the husband's occupation 
was mainly in the teaching profession, including administra­
tors, since most of those interviewed were superintendents 
and principals (Table 16). Housewife is rather nondescrip-
tive since many of these women were former professional 
people while others have ne'rer worked outside the home. The 
rest of the women's occupations are too small to draw any 
conclusions (Table 17). 
The predominance of teachers in the husband's occu­
pations means the eonclusions about education also be 
due partly to occupation. In examining husband's and 
wife's education, there appears to b© some differences 
between groups regarding their selection of trucks (Tables 
15 and 16). This influence can be found in the individual's 
choice for the first truck and the third truck. The second 
ranked truck is definitely metal through all groups. In 
looking at Table 15, it can be seen that the husband, with 
two years of college, had difficulty in deciding which 
truck to ra^ first, while the third ranked truck is the 
wooden truck rather than the pla;stic truck. Husbands with 
a bachelor's degree had difficulty in deciding whether the 
wooden truck or the plastic truck should be ranked first. 
It iS; interesting to note that all those in this category 
could- not determine the •fehird ranking. At the masters and 
doctorate leyels;,, the:becomes "the dominant truck in the 
first rank a,nd the plastic in the third rank. 
TABLE 16 
MEN'S OCCUPATIONS VERSUS CHOICE IN TRUCK RANKING 
; Men * 3 
Qccttpation 
Percent 
by 1 
,Q-las^ Wood 
Ti 
Metal] 
rucks Rar 
(Percer 
Plastic 
iked Firsi 
It) 
Equal 2 
Ranking Wood, 
Track' 
Metal 
B Ranked 
(Percent] 
Blastic 
Second 
Equal ^ 
-Banking'' Wood 
Trucks 
( 
Metal 
Ranked 
[Percent 
Plastic 
Third 
) 
Equal 2 
Ranking 
•teacher 12.9. 41.5 •: 0 23.5 •41.2 29.4 5.9 ^>5.3 i:9.,4 •:.,-1.4 5.9 
College 
Teacher •  2U.3  ., •55«5 33 3  11.1 11.1 ; 44. 4 0 44.4 ; 0 22.2 4;4>4 • n.3  • 
Adaiinis-
trator3 lfc.3.... •36,4, • .̂1 9.1 18.2, .?6,4 IS. 2 27.3 1^.2 \9,,1 V ...45,:5. , , ,27.3 , 
i Tavfera 
Owner . i..4 . • 0 0 100.0 0 . 100.0 0 0 1005 0 0 0 
5ii 
Driller 1.4 ' .  0  . ••• :;!o . ' 100.0 0 -V .••0 KXJJ • 0 0 lOQO 0 0 .;o.. " ,, 
is chool 
uomptxoUer 1.4 ; 0 0 . , 100.0 0 0 ' 100. d 0 0 lOQO .:0 • 0 ,.0;, , 
"Susiriess 
Researcfiier •1.4. j 0 0 lob.o . '"0 0 ^IQO.O 0 0 . kjo.o 0 0 
Hafilo j. 
Techni ciMj 1.4 .i • 0 :'.0 lOO.O , 0 ®CtO •"••"••0' • 0 • 0 0 100.0 ; 0 0 
.Student  ̂ 41''5 50. o: 2,5.0: • M.&.  ̂ : 4* 2 . b.2̂  -:55.2 17.2^,^ 1(3.3 24,1 '13̂ .̂ ,' a?'. 2̂  . .m.  
TOTAL 100.0 4̂ .6" ' M i '  I •, •'•••.Cat p. 7 '.16.7'"" , is.i 26.4 .,15,-.-3 
vB^se nxunber used here is 72 rather than the total of BO because eight women declared themselves head 
'••''"of "household.' 
'2 
' fhi'S'-coIuimi,:::%d3Li;oh' indl.catesv^-^^ual. .iraiiking-of tracks, is represented by a percentage. Two individuals 
gave equa:! ratings to all three trucks, therefore their ratings will affect the percentages in all 
'••'th;ree e^qual Individuals 'had-twtrueka -tied--for. first-••and secondV'^ whi^^h'^-means 
•,^Meir •ran;kiiii§a\'-will.:;af^^ oniy'^^he .first'-'-and seeond-equal:-ranking 'columns. -Nine •individuals'' had 
trucks tied for--B;ecOT(i and'third whi-ch affeets. oni.3??--^t'h.e a^econd and thi^rd equal ranking" doliimns. 
'̂ftoi'S. oatego.ry has-•man̂ g-er,, "'principals, 'and'-superiht̂ ndê nts Xistî d togeth_̂ r̂  
TABLE 17 
WOMEN'S OCCUPATIONS VERSUS CHOICE IN TRUCK RANKING 
¥offlen's 
Occupation 
Perceni 
by T 
Glass • Wood 
t f ixc]  
Metal 
ICS Kanke* 
(Percent 
Plastic 
d First 
Equal -
Ranking'^ Wood 
Truck. 
Metal 
s Hankec 
Pereent] 
Plastic 
Second 
Equal 2 
Rahking 
Tn 
Wood 
icks Ri 
(Perc* 
Metal 
anked Thl 
ent) 
Plastic 
rd ' 
Equal 2 
Ranking 
iHousewi'fe ; 61.0 40.8: 30.6 22.4 6.1 16.7 41.7 25.0 16.7 20.4 42.9 12.2 
'f̂ aeliie'r i • 57.1 U.3" SS.6" . - - Q 42.5 - .  14.3. 2$. 6 26,6 42.9 -TO™"' 
College 
Teacher ; ^ . 2.5 300.0 0 0 0 0 50.0 ig_..o_ 0 0 50.0 50.0 0 
Krie 50. "BTT ""25.0-, W J i s .o  .̂0 ,25.0 25.0 
fflinistra:trat . . .  1.3  DO.O 0 0 0 0 0 100.0 0 0 100.0 0 0 
Seautleian • ,,1,̂ 3:." -|y—i 0 : Ijtto.O - '  0 '' b 0 100.6 0 0 
Seci?e^tal^' ̂ 6.1 i ;60.6 . 0 '0' 0 6 ioo.o 0 6 ' , 0 • 100.0 
'&6o5t!feee-per: 3.î  "Wir ~W ' "irrr" 
— ^ , 
~s lOo.o 0 0 •3>-,3- 0 66.7 0 
•'5"terk 
Typist 3.6  0 0 100.0 0 33.3 0 33.3 . P ' }  33.3 0 12'3 
Student ' .! "~5 nr 50.0 "15 5ottr 0 
, Soilslc'S'lt, : 66,7 "ir~~ IT" IWTtJ "~0'  ̂ ? 3 - 3  
i Total 100.0 kB. l  21.5 25.3 5.1 j:2l.o 1̂ 5. S 1 7 . 3  16.0 2 2 .  a  19.0 4 4 . 3  1 3 . 9  
^Based on th« total statistical sample of 60. 
2 This column^ich indicates equal ranking of trucks is represented by a percentage. Two individuals 
gave equal ratii^s to all three trucks, therefore their ratings will affect the percentages in all 
three equal rating coluains. Two individuals had two trucks tied for first and second, which means 
their rankings will affect only the first and second equal ranking columns. Nine individuals had ^ 
two trucks tied for second and third, which affects only the second and third equal ranking columns. 
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In the women's education category, the same phenom­
enon is seen except the change to the wooden truck occurs 
earlier. At the high school category, the first ranked 
truck is metal. This begins to change at two years of 
college in the first and third truck ranking. At the 
college bachelor's level, the women have changed definitely 
to the wood as the first ranked truck and the plastic as 
the third ranked. 
The information gathered in the husband's and wife's 
occupation and education is not sufficient to draw definite 
conclusions, but it does give enough information to warrant 
ftirther study. To study the education phenomenon would 
require a higher representation in the lower education 
brackets and a broader range of occupations. Even though 
the student category for husband's occupation agrees with 
the teacher's concerning truck preference, other fields 
such as engineering, sciences, and retailing should also be 
represented in order to directly assign the group prefer­
ences strictly to education. 
Si;umBary 
fhe study has foimd foxir points, if it is assumed 
that the sample is valid. First, the reasons for buying 
used in the study do not effect an individual's choice or 
rating for the trucks. Second, the wood truck has a signif­
icantly higher demand for the sample than the metal truck or 
plastic truck, whicli indicates that the toy has a strong 
potential for success. Third, there is no statistical 
effect due to price increases on the wooden truck, but the 
profiles show two possible prices, $2.59 or $3.49, depending 
on whether higher demand or higher price is more important. 
Fourth, there appears to be an educational bias showing that 
there is a tendency for the higher educated people to choose 
the wooden truck first. 
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GHAPTER IV 
WOODEN TOY STRATEGY 
Strategy is defined to be; "The schemes (or key 
concepts) whereby a firm's resources and advantages are 
managed (or developed) in order to surprise and surpass 
8 
competitors or to exploit opportimities." In order to 
develop a strategy, it will be necessary to add some infor­
mation concerning tlae wooden toy manufacturing operation, 
A review of the Nez Perce Indian study shows that 
the nanufacturing equipment., for the wooden tmck is either 
home-ciade or home shop machinery. The ecjuipment is not 
designed for mass production on a large scale such as^jja the 
large toy plants—the plant is only producing toys at less 
than a tenth of its full capacity. The financial position 
of the company is not known. 
There are five main goals for a pricing strategy as 
defined in price theory: 
(1) Achieve target return on investmenti 
(2) Stabilize prices; 
(3) Maintain or improve a target share of the market; 
O 
David J. Iiuck and Arthur E. Prell, Market Strategy 
(New Yorkj Appleton-Gentury-Crafts, 1968), p^ 2 
(4) Meet, follow, or prevent competition; and, 
(5) Maximize profits.^ 
Ihe main goal for the toy wooden truck compaj^ v « 
should Ise number three, to improve a target share of 
market. The main problem for not achieving a higher mar^ket 
share is the factory not producing to capacity; therefore, 
increased production is a definite necessity as long as it 
parallels the firm's strat-egy. 
Considering the above manufacturing and this study's 
information, the best price strategy is the "cream price-
high quality or style" which is defined as to '^confine 
target market to those who pay premium price and promote 
10 product to them as prestige or highly advanced product." 
The strategy would be appropriate for the company's limited 
production capability. However, production should be 
increased to meet potential demand. Along with an increase 
in production, careful control over the product's distribu-^ 
tion must be maintained. The company wants to maintain the 
novelty of the toy by keeping production relatively low in 
comparison with other mass marketed trucks, while keeping 
back orders to a minimum. The product, at first, should be 
limited to the northwest, because the product has been test­
ed in logging areas with excellent results. As demonstrated 
^Williaffi J. Sttoton, Pimdamentals of Marketing (New 
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1964), P« 435. 
^"^Luck and Prell, Op. Cit., p. 185. 
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by this study, a strong preference for the wooden truck is 
shown in areas such as Missoula. 
To incorporate the style strategy, the best price 
would be the highest price possible without losing too much 
demand. This price is $3.49, because the difference between 
the maximum demand at $2.59 and the smaller demand at $3.49 
is not significant considering the price increase and the 
desired limited production. The higher price also seems to 
cause people to make a positive decision whether or not to 
buy the wooden truck, which actually caused a decrease in 
demand for the metal and plastic trucks. The other possible 
price, $2.59, did not exhibit the same price-quality image 
as did the $3.49 price. 
The promotion should stress the quality, durability, 
and newness of the product. The promotion media should be 
designed to hit the educated people forcefully. It has not 
been shown completely that there is an educational bias, but 
it has been shown that the educated do have a strong poten­
tial to buy. 
Recommendations for Toy Wooden Truck Company 
In summary, the company's main goal is to improve 
market share by using the style strategy. The company will 
use limited production and improve its distribution channels. 
The wooden logging truck will be sold at a retail price of 
$3.49. The promotion will be to communicate quality and 
style of product, and the advertising media will place 
strong emphasis on reaching the college educated peopl 
. m 
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CONOLUSIONS AND RECCMMMDATIONS 
gke Effectiveness of ConsBSier Prefereiic-e 
Simulation Technique 
Bie analysis of the simulation gave the following 
inf oriimtion: 
(1) Buying a gift as a birthday present or bringing 
it home from a trip had no affect on the trucks* demand. 
(2) The wood truck had the highest demand with no 
statistical difference between the demand for the plastic 
and metal trucks. 
(3) No statistical difference was detected between 
the different prices for the wooden truck, but the analysis 
of the price profiles and the recommended strategy for the 
toy truck showed that the 13.49 was the best selling price. 
Other information gathered in conjunction with the 
experimental design showed an indication that hi^er educa­
ted consumers preferred the wooden toy truck. Based on the 
Nez Perce Indian Study, other retailing experience, price 
theory, and consumer behavior, the sim;ilation approach has 
developed some worthwhile and reliable information. 
The technique uses potential consumers as the source 
of observations in the experiment. These consumers are pre­
sented with a realistic buying situation with utmost care 
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given to not violate or contradict the normal buying process. 
The use of the consumer is very important, because the price 
derived from the data is a true representation of the demand 
for the toy truck and not a supply relationship which is the 
problem with the popular pricing method, cost plus markup. 
The simulation technique enables the firm to measure 
statistically important confoimding variables which for the 
toy truck was competition and reasons for buying. With this 
technique an experimenter can see the relationship between 
variables and determine what importance each variable 
should have on the product's strategy. For example, in the 
toy study the design of the product was more important than 
the price. This was shown in the simulation technique by 
consumers showing a strong preference for the wooden truck 
regardless of price. This pointed to the fact that a style 
strategy would be the best approach in marketing the pro­
duct rather than an inexpensive price. 
Presented below are the attributes of consiimer 
preference simulation technique which were readily apparent 
in the toy study: First, the simulation approach is very 
economical as compared with such techniques as market 
testing. The only personnel required for the application 
of the technique is a competent statistician, an experienced 
man in consumer behavior and pricing theory, and a few inter­
viewers, Second, the mathematical model allows testing for 
the significance of a factor, significances between 
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individual factor treatments, trend analysis, and analyza-
tion of the main and interaction effect profiles. Thus, 
the usefulness of the consumer preference technique should 
be apparent. 
R e c ommendat i ons 
The sampling technique, as far as choosing the 
appropriate toy market population, definitely has to be 
improved. Limited funds hampered the study in limiting the 
sample to married student housing. The sample should also 
use buyers that are currently active in the toy truck buy­
ing market. This study used the 8 to 12 year old boys who 
passed the truck buying stage only a maximum of four years 
ago, but they did not seem to give as much information as 
did the parents of the yoxmger boys. 
The hypothetical 6 year old boy child in both 
factor A's buying situations should be removed in future 
studies. The parents of younger boys did not seem to have 
an appreciation for what truck the older 6 year olds should 
want. Besides, since the sample would be active buyers, it 
would yield more information concerning group preferences 
between child ages. 
It is important to maintain a realistic situation 
when the interview is taken. In the study, this was diffi­
cult because encyclopedia salesmen and magazine salesmen 
had pressured the area tremendously. The families found it 
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hard to believe that the interviewer was not trying to trick 
them into buying the trucks. The interviewer should carry 
some type of identification and verified docioments explain­
ing that he has nothing to sell. This may have affected 
the results somewhat, because some families were suspicious 
throughout the interview. However, the end results did not 
disagree with the mathematical model or pricing theory. 
The key to the success of consumer preference simu­
lation technique is thoroughness and careful planning. The 
interview should be made as simple as possible to administer 
and to understand because the more complex the design, the 
easier it is to bias the results due to lack of imderstand-
ing on the part of the interviewer and the interviewee. 
Also, the mathematical model should be appropriate for the 
design and not vice versa. The results yielded by the model 
should be interpreted in such a way that it is consistent 
with the theory and practical experience. If the model does 
not yield logical results, the experimenter should begin 
examining the data f or bias. 
Fiurther Study S^ummary 
There are several items in this study that need to 
be examined further. Higher prices need to be studied to 
determine how they affect demand. This would be done by 
taking one or two of the prices used in this study and using 
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two or three higher prices. In this way, a comparison can 
be made between this study and the new study. 
It would be very interesting to observe what affect 
different prices on the wooden truck had on the truck's 
demand after the truck had reached a different stage in its 
life cycle. Another interesting pricing aspect would be the 
study of different prices on the metal truck and plastic 
truck and how they affected the wooden truck's demand. 
The educational bias could be studied further by 
increasing the lower educated observations and broadening 
the different types of occupations. The resiilts of this 
further study would affect what type of advertising media 
the firm would use. 
One important attribute was not studied in this pro­
blem that shoiild be studied by a new firm—the affect of 
brand names on a product's demand. One family would not 
even rate the trucks because he buys nothing but Tonka. It 
would be interesting to see how the price-quality image 
exhibited at the $3*49 price for the wooden truck would 
stand up against a brand-quality image such as Tonka. 
Conclusions 
Constimer preference simulation technique is a useful 
and effective tool. If properly used, the technique is 
inexpensive and gives reliable results. Companies would 
probably save large sums of money by using such a simulation 
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technique because of the knowledge gained from the study and 
the high cost of some of the other pricing methods currently 
being used. Consumer preference simulation technique 
definitely has a future in a firm's marketing research 
department. 
APPENDIX A 
Questionnaire 
r-j f~-, 
i 
QUaSTIONimiRE 
Interview No» 
I am conducting a study for a Professional Paper at the University 
of Montana and I would like to ask you a few questions. 
lAJho was Interviewed? (Check One) 
Husband Wife 
c, 
d. 
Husband & Wife 
la» Hoi-r many people are there in your family that are living at 
this house? 
b. Are there any children in the household? 
(If yes) How many? 
NO 
What are the ages of everyone in the household? 
(If there are children between 2 and 12) 
Is the year old a boy or a girl? 
—And what about the 
Husband 
Wife 
Child 1 
Child 2 
Child 3 
Child -tj. 
Child 5 
_____ year old?(repeat if more than 
two children) 
Sex Age 
2a. Have you purchased any toys within the last year? 
YES NO Don't Know 
Other Specify 
b. Have any of those been toy trucks? 
YES NO Don't Know 
Other Specify 
rminated 
INTERVIEl"/ TERMIMTED because family has no boy between the ages 
of 2 and 12. (Check if terminated) 
Interview No. 
3. SET UP THE DISPUY 
Price of the Wooden Truck: a. $1.99 c. $2.98 
b. $2.59 d. $3.^9 
Hypothetical Sit\xation 
Situation 1 
Suppose (one of your boys)(yovir boy) will be exactly 
six years uld tomorrow, and you are going to buy him 
a toy truck. Assume that you are in a store looking 
at this toy display. 
VJhat is your preference for buying each truck? 
Just draw a line out from 0 (point to zero) as far 
as you think it should go. Zero means there is no 
chance for buying the truck and ten means that you 
are absolutely sure you would buy the truck. 
Situation 2 Suppose (one of your boys) (your boy) is six years old, 
(omit if have a six year old son) You are coming 
home from a trip and you want to bring your children 
(son, if one child) a gift. You have decided you 
want a truck for the six year old. You are in a 
store looking at this truck display. 
What is yotir preference for buying each truck? 
Just draw a line out from 0 (point to zero) as far 
as you think it should go. Zero means there is no 
chance for buying the truck and ten means that you 
are absolutely sure you would buy the truck. 
Rating* 
M 
Truck Display 
Interviewer Left 
M 
Truck T.D. 
Rating* 
Center 
Truck I.D. 
Rating* 
Interviewer Right 
Truck I.D. ______ 
Rating* 
Truck I.S. Codes Irfc Wooden Truck M=Metal Tnick P=Plastic 
Truck 
*Rating is to nearest 1/2 
3 
Interview No. 
4a • What is tlie occupation of the Head of Household? 
(Chedc if Wife is Head of Hous^old) 
TIIIE^ 
b. WI:mt(does he)(do you) do? 
nsscsipnoN 
5a.* IRiat isCtbe oecmpation your wife)(yotir occupatitm)? 
ims 
b* What(does she)(do you) do? 
lESCRiraOH 
6, Wtere is your peimnent resictence? 
?• What letter on this oaz^ be;^ d6scr:lbes yom* education? 
Husband If^ife 
8. What letter on this card best describes ̂ ur total family 
Inc<»^? 
9» Ka»e of family interviewed 
APPEIDIX B 
Rating Scales 
Interview No. 
IfmT IS lOUR PREFERENCE FOR BUXENG EACH TRUCK? 
Just draxsT a line out from 0 (point to zero) as far as you 
thi3ik it shoxild go. 
How Likely I ¥ould Be To Buy 
0 1 2 3 ^ 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  
\  -  •  *  .  «  •  ^  ^  t  • •  *  • • • <  • •  • >  ^  '  t  -  ^  ^  . *  t  I  
Truck on 
left 
Center 
Truck 
Truck on 
right 1 
f I ' ^ 5 i t ' ! t ' I < i I t f J j r I * 
0 1 2 3 i j ' 5 6 7 8 9  l 0  
How Likely I Would Be To Buy 
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Interview No. 
VffiAT IS YOUR PREFERENCE FOR BUYING EACH TRUCK? 
Just draw a line out from 0 (point to zero) as far as you 
think it should go. 
How Likely I Would Be To Buy 
0 1 2 3 ^ 5 6 7 8 9  1 0  ( ' ' i l l  I  i — i  I  L  '  , 1  I  1  :  I  I  i  I  '  
Truck on ' 
right ' 
Center 
Truck 
Truck on 
left 
How Likely I Ifould Be To Buy 
APPENDIX C 
Display Photographs 
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?hese are the three tnicks used in the experiment. Prom 
left to right are the plastic truck, metal truck, and 
wooden truck. 
Uhis is the total display as presented to the intei^viewee. 
The zipper bag at the bottom of the picture is an example 
of the individual bags used to carry the trucks between 
interviews. 
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